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By Maria J. Gunter 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU 
students said "no" to both 
fee increase











$1 would have 




 station KSJS 
and the Spartan
 Daily. 
IRA fees go to 
II campus groups 
including
 mens' and womens'
 athlet-
ics, the 
Music  Department, 
the radio 
and television 
news  center and the 
student  art gallery. 
If approved, the ballot
 measure 
would have 
raised the IRA fee from 
$5 to $6. 









If passed, this 
proposal would 
have generated approximately $50,-
000 per semester for the 
A.S. budget 














 the A.S. 
fee increase








 more than 
$800,000  have 
been  re-
quested  by campus organizations and 
some 
groups
 have not 














A significant percentage of stu-
dents who turned in ballots did not 
vote on either of the two fee increase 
initiatives, said 
Paul
 Fernandez, A.S. 
Election  Board chairman. 
Eighteen 
percent
 of SJSU 
stu-
dents didn't
 vote on the 
A.S. fee in-
crease proposal








sad day for the 
AS.,"  said 








 meeting that 
A.S. President Erin O'Doherty spoke
 
with him that 
morning  about a possi-









the polling table rather than 
being  
included with the ballots, making 
it 
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Daily staff writer 
A CSU advisory council is convinced that 
the best way to 
improve  ethnic minority en-
rollment and 
retention
 is to hold universities 
accountable for failure 
to educate them. 
"It is 
dissatisfying  that the 
university
 has 
placed all the 
responsibility  of minority stu-
dents solely on these programs
 (Student Af-
firmative Action
 and Educational Opportu-
nity Program)," said 
Augustine  S. Chavez, 
director of EOP 
at San Diego State Univer-
sity. 
"This is inexcusable," 
he said. "Some 
things have to change." 
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds appointed 
the Educational Equity 
Advisory Council to 
review the level of effectiveness of existing 
programs geared 
towards giving minorities 
equal 
opportunity. 
She also charged the group with 
recom-
mending policies and procedures to improve 





chancellor  also 
included 
plans  in her 
statement
 of 









questioned  the 
sincerity  and 
se-
riousness  of the 
CSU universities
 on the is-
sues
 of minority 
enrollment, 
retention  and 
graduation. 
"The university 



























 progress regarding mi-
nority enrollment, graduation
 and retention. 
Corcoran said that the council recom-
mended more involvement from faculty ad-
visers and the development of 
faculty  men-
tors who 
have a special responsibility to help 
students.
 





 he said. 
Stephanie Ortiz, coordinator of student 
academic services at California State Uni-
versity at Fullerton, said she is fed up with 
the lack of involvement on the part of the uni 
versity  faculty and staff. 
"I'm tired of lip service in gelling minori-
ties into the university," she said. "We just 
recently found out 
that
 there are only 550 
black students 
on this campus. I was horri-
fied. What is this university
 in Orange County 




 has its own 
closet of ske-
letons  for educational 
equity,"  she said. 
Ortiz was also 
concerned because every 
national
 study she has seen shows 
that  the 
very first factor in student
 retention is fac-
ulty care and
 concern. "If faculty isn't
 com-
mitted, it doesn't 
matter  how many recom-
mendations we put out." 
Damone 



















By Maria J. Gunter 
Daily staff
 writer 
Candidates  from two student par 
ties 
will  face off 
Wednesday  and 
Thursday in 




Only two of IS A.S. positions were 
filled in last week's elections. All five 





body,  2,249 students, 
voted in the elections 
Wednesday and 
Thursday. 
The Students Providing 
Action, 
Responsibility
 and Commitment 
party outpolled the 
Responsible Alli-
ance party and the 
Progressive  Stu-
dent 
Party  in all positions but 
one.  
SPARC 
receive  enough votes to win 
in 
only
 one position. 
The 
REAL party, which gathered 
the 
second most votes, won one posi-
tion and will face 
SPARC in the run-
offs.
 No PSP candidates were 





 the runoffs. 
A candidate must 
receive  more 
than 50 percent of the vole to win If 
no candidate gets more 
than
 50 per-
cent, the two top vote
-getters  move 
on 
to a runoff election. 
SPARC's Dale Mout garnered 51 
percent  of the vote to 






Annabelle  Ladao won the 
A.S. director of Non -Traditional Mi-
nority Affairs position. Laden 
re-
ceived 61 percent of the vote,  the 
highest percentage 
of any candidate 
in the elections. 
SPARC candidates Kathy O'Con-
nell, Dan McIntosh, Lei Robinson and 
Jill Cisowski and independent candi-
date Daniel Downey won the five 
open Academic Senate seats. The top 
three vote -getters, O'Connell. 
McIn-
tosh and Robinson, will serve two-
year terms, and the others, one-year 
terms. 
Lisa Kirmsse, PSP presidential 
candidate,  
pledged  her party's sup-
port for the REAL slate in the runoff 
elections. 
"There has to be a winner, there 
has to be a loser," Kirmsse said. 
"There's another year for me I'm 
only a sophomore. I will run again." 
Voting for the A.S. president po-
sition was close. The leading candi-
date, SPARC's Nick Granoski, re-
ceived  39 percent. ftEAl.'s Tom 
Boothe was selected by 38 percent of 
the voters.





win  tonight. hut 
'There
 























I knew I  
wasn't  going to," 
Granoski 
said early 




 came in. "I was 
expect-
ing to see 
Tom (Boothe) 
and  I in the 
runoffs .....m  





candidate  received a 
larger 
majority  in the vice 
presi-
continued  on 








Daily staff writer 
The Progressive 
Student Party 
offered its support to the 
Responsible  
Alliance party 
early  Friday morning, 




 came after 
a series 











Commitment  party 
following 
the posting of 
preliminary 






 by I.isa 
Kirmsse. 
PSP  presidential 
candidate  
"The Progressive
 Students Party 
feels very strongly that the 
HEAL
 
party can best 
represent  the voters 
that have voted with the Progressive 
Students." Kirmsse said. 
"We feel that they can 
best lead 
the Associated
 Students in a direction 
that  we feel our constituency wants it 
logo."  
Members
 of PSP will be actively 
campaigning for REAL party mem-
bers, but Kirmsse said that she will 
be taking a neutral role in the runoff 
elections, which will  be held Wednes-
continued











staff  writer 
The 






















































Alcala heads up a task 
force that con-
centrates on narcotics. 
The station and its personnel were not 
connected with the 
investigation,
 he said. 
The suspects, who "have been under in-
vestigation
 tor some 
time-  were followed
 
to the campus radio 
station, Alcala said. Al-
though he declined to give exact numbers, 
he said there were at least three people sus-
pected. 
The studio was sealed off by university 
police at 2:40 p.m., where Alcala said they 
were expecting someone to be carrying a 
backpack filled 
with  cocaine. A search of 







 to follow 
them  wherever
 they go. 
They'll
 probably never 
return."
 
Alcala said that the 
suspects  were just 
a small part of a 
cocaine  distribution ring. 
He said they were not associated with 
SJSU, but
 they had just picked the univer-
sity as a location for 
their  transaction. 
Alcala said his office got a reliable tip 
that a "major" cocaine deal was going to 
occur in or at the station at 2 p.m. 
"We had no idea what they were going 
to do when they got there," he said. 
He 
said  
that  the suspects 
were at KSJS 
at 2 p.m and that 
they






personnel  were 




























Affirmative  Action and Educa-
tional Opportunity Programs in the CSU 
sys
 
tern were labeled "crisis -reactive" efforts in 
a report that recommended the programs he 
restructured because they












Reynolds  to review 













 EOP be 
restructured  
so




 students and 
that SAA he 
geared only 
towards outreach efforts (espe-
cially early 
outreach to middle schools).
 
According to program brochures. EOP 
provides admissions assistance, financial 
support and academic services to underre-
presented groups. 
SAA helps
 regularly admitted 
students,  
mainly
 blacks and Hispanics, get into school
 
and stay in school







 does not offer financial support 
In a 
synopsis
 of the council's 
goals 
printed  in the CSU 
newsletter,  Stateline, Her-
bert
 
I, Carter, chair 
of





























and with those 
changes 
have come new 
opportunities  for institutional 
revitalization," 
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 we live in. 
When I 
grow up I want to be a 
nurse,
 Cindy said. I 
want  to be a fireman, 
Tom  said. At an early 
age,  we are 
conditioned





 and others for 
women.  The media, 
par-
ents and peers 
condition
 us into roles 
that
 close our minds 
and limit 
our  potential. 
Even
 when we get bold and 
daring and decide that
 we 
can do any job 
that we set our 
minds  to, sex -biased 
condi-
tioning
 sets in. 
In the movie
 "Wildcats," 
Goldie  Hawn is by 
far the 
best
 candidate for the job
 as varsity football 
coach.  But 
Hawn has 
to fight to get the 
position  because she is a 
fe-
male, and females are 
not supposed to coach 
football.  
This is only 
a movie, but it 
reflects




 which we live. 
Studies have shown
 that although most 
people  don't 
:believe 
that
 highly talented women are
 less suitable than 
'equally talented men to pursue 
male -dominated careers 
!like law or medicine, they 
still choose men over women as 
the best candidates
 for the job. 
Students at 
a university were asked to judge equally 
qualified men and women for "male" occupations. More 
than half of the
 students in the study were females pre-
paring for "male" occupations, and none of the men were 
:blatant male chauvinists. Still, both sexes chose men over 
women as the best candidates for the positions. One might 
have expected that women
 would be more inclined to re-
ject traditional restraints and would therefore be less 
prone loses bias, but they are not. 
When Geraldine Ferraro ran for vice president, there 
.were women, along with men, who were less inclined to 
,vole for presidential candidate 
Walter  Mondale because 
his running mate was a woman, and the vice presidency is 
no place for a woman. 
Sex biases 
are  also definitely not 
one  way. 
Men, who when asked 
what they want to be in life, re
-
spend that they 
want to be a nurse, are often the butt of 
:ceaseless  sissy jokes. "You mean a 
doctor, right"."' people 
-will respond. 
Sex biases are so widespread and 
pervasive,  that we 
don't really notice
 when we are helping to continue 
tradi-
tional sex biases. 
But  even our everyday speech 
gives  our 
biases
 away 
"Did you call a 
lawyer?" Bud asked Jim.
 
"Yes," 
Jim  replied. 
"What is HIS name?" 
Bud asked. 
Bud 
automatically  assumed that 
because
 the occupa-
tion was in the legal 
profession,
 and did not involve 
secre-
tarial skills, the 
person was male. We all 
do this and think 
nothing of it. But what this 
is really saying is that our be-
lief 
that
 sex doesn't matter in career 
choices
 is overshad-
owed by the conditioning
 we receive throughout life. 
Titles
 like chairman, spokesman,
 policeman and fire-
man only add to 
the  problem. It must be 
devastating
 for a 
little girl to 
want to be a fireman but
 know that she is not 
qualified
 for the job because 
she was born the 
wrong  sex. 
Behavioral 
liberation
 is lagging way
 behind ideologi-
cal  liberation. 
In every decade, 
more than two times
 more women 
than we would 
expect
 are in occupations
 that are dispro-
portionately 
female.  Women 
predominate  in fields 
such  
as 




operating  telephones. 
Men and 
women  are rarely 
employed  in the same
 
jobs. 
It's crazy to 
think that men or women
 are more suita-
ble for a job just because of his or 
her  sex. 
If the job doesn't 












 Daily encourages 
readers to 
write  letters. 
Deliver  them 
to the second 
floor of 
Dwight Bentel
 Hall, Room 208,
 or to the 




 must bear 
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Our campus police seem more concerned with exces-
sive building security than 
student
 welfare. I wonder if 
the weekend shift even thinks much about students' 
needs.
 
Last Saturday, they closed the 24-hour, seven
-days -a -
week engineering building computer lab without advance 
'notice. The reason given was the front door security in-
stallation was not working. 
I remember coming and going from that lab at the 
oddest hours a little more than a year ago. The door was 
often wide open with no apparent transient or other prob-
lems. 
This year the door lock
 system fails and they bar all 
access. Offered to students instead was the destitute busi-
ness building computer lab. If those cops had even negli-
gible understanding of the 
campus  computer facilities, 
They would have known a 10-terminal room does not re
-
lace a 30-terminal room, especially when the former rar-
ply has more than six terminals functioning. 
. On the Saturday
 in question there were five terminals 
pperating in the early afternoon and one at 9 
p.m.  The de-
ieriorating  situation was brought by myself and two oth-
Lirrs
 to the attention of the campus police. They had no de-
e to deal with the disaster their callous closure action 
d cased. Roughly two dozen students with assignments 
tilmost due were stranded and the campus













proclamation  that 
con-
gressmen
 either vote for 
Reagan's aid to the
 contra rebels 
pr vote for 
communism  in 
Nicaragua
 has a familiar ring 
13 it. It is the








 era by the 
ultra -right wing 
con-
servatives,  one of 




 time, Mr. Reagan
 was president 
of





position of trust he managed to be 
:an 
integral
 part of the 
McCarthy 

























power base to carry out his mission. 
With their man in the White House, conservative 
groups like the John Birch Society, the American
 Security 
Council, the World Anti-Communist
 League, etc., have 
gained new 
strength  and credibility. 
These groups and others, along with the Reagan ad-
ministration, are mounting an intense media campaign of 
disinformation, or at very best select information, to gain 
more public support for their power play. 
If they are successful, this country will enter the 
darkest period of its history. We  must not be duped by all 
of the flag waving and emotional rhetoric which these 
people use to cloud their real goal: total control. Don't 
let 















































































































































































ing  $100 
million  to 





 of this 
nation's 
children  
may  win 
the  battle 
in 
Nicaragua
 only to 
reveal  that 
we have 
lost

























 Meeting Place 
and Conference 
Center  (Library) is in 
full swing, a place 
where 
friends
 meet to discuss the 
day's events and a 
place 
where  inconsiderate people 
congregate to deprive 
the rest of us of a place to 
study  and do research. 
Until my arrival at SJSU. I 
was always under the im-
pression that 
libraries




 there is some 
university
 policy of which 
lam
 
unaware,  and lam in 
error. 
It seems a bit absurd 
that
 library monitors should
 be 
required at an 
institution that presupposes
 some level of 
maturity
 for its members, 




It is not my intent to deprive people of fulfilling the 
need for social interaction or group discussion of their 
class work, but there are many vacant 
classrooms around 
this campus, as well as many areas in the Student Union 
that could serve this
 purpose. 
I am 
not sure that this letter will accomplish any-
thing, as the 
people  1 am complaining about
 have never 
exhibited any 
reading skills while in the 
library,  and they 
have  exhibited their ability to 
be
 inconsiderate of others 
to 
such
 a degree as to not care  






Divorcees decide their own fate
 
Editor, 
Having just read Cindi Hansen's opinion, "Divorce: 
love, 
American  style," I refuse to believe that divorced 
people are "victims of society
 and change. . . victims of 
circumstances."  
Nonsense!  To 
blame 




our personal choices is 
the 
ultimate cop-out. 
My love life is my 
responsibility; I continually make 
choices throughout my relationships.
 I will choose the 
man! marry and he will choose me. 
Divorce, like marriage, is a free choice. 
My sister epitomizes
 your argument that divorcees 
are victims 











have  a 
chance. 











 just filed for 
divorce. She 
now  blames her 
friends
 and family 
for  not preventing
 the marriage
 So 
Hansen,  please 
don't tell me 
that Leslie is 
merely a vic-
tim. 
Then you tell me there are really no solutions. 
Again.  
utter, corrosive
 nonsense. Both marriage and divorce are 
preventable. 
Not only does SJSU offer us free 
individual and cou-
ples counseling, but also 
a bookstore full of books on love,
 
marriage and divorce. 




 Understand Me and How
 to 
Win Back
 the One You 
Love
 " 
Yes, the solutions are out there  but 
it's  all up to us. 
So let's not let fear, 
apathy  and ignorance keep us from 
becoming the best and happiest partners





















t's like a wino suing Ernest and Julio Gallo 
The  phrase, "sue happy," took on new 
meaning when longtime smokers decided to 
blame the tobacco companies for giving them heart 
disease, lung cancer and assorted other maladies. 
The tobacco companies are understandably ag-
hast at this;
 after 
all,  it's not their fault 
these  foots 
have  chain-smoked for 50 years. They just supplied 
the goods. 
It's kind of like a PCP user trying to sue his 
dealer for 
making
 him stupid. 
It was on a NOVA documentary on public tele-
vision recently that these smokers, some sans a 
lung, tearfully claimed that when they started smok-
ing, way back 
yon,  smoking was portrayed as glam-
orous and sophisticated. Everyone who was anyone 
partook.
 
But then came the addiction. 
"We were hooked!" they wailed. "And it was 
impossible to stop!" 
Apparently, many of them still haven't been 
able to stop. The documentary mentioned that Mrs. 
Smith. a 
bespectacled  old marm, the type of whom 
inspired the concept of suburbs, was still known to 
smoke a pack or two a day. But does this daunt the 




 tobacco companies have taken pains to 
find lawyers skilled enough in 
general
 vagueness to 
fend off the smoked masses. Pity the poor schmo 
who gets to deny the addiction of nicotine while at 
the same time blaming it on the diseased smokers. 
I watch this program with my mother, who 
chain smokes, and cannot contain my glee. I point 
an accusing finger at 
her and launch a diatribe on 
how all smokers deserve to die horrible deaths. She 
tells me to shut 
up and threatens to stop paying my 
tuition.  
Most of us anti -smoking Nazis (as Mom now 
lightly refers to me) are just delighted over the of-
fice no-smoking laws 
being  passed. Sentiment is 
slowly being given over to our side, 
albeit at a snail's 
pace. 
It seems the only way 
to stop the general public 
from 
smoking  is to portray 
the habit as 
tacky and 
unhealthy.
 This is, after all, California, the most 
health -conscious state in the country. 
Never mind the
 cigarette ads featuring glowing 
young faces frolicking 
in the snow, successful busi-
nessmen after getting 
that
 big account and the 
dancer, who smokes a 
cigarette
 after the rewarding 
class. 
That's the tobacco companies 
talking.  What 
should be shown, perhaps,
 are the ads of that same 
businessman 45 years later stricken with 
angina
 
He's the guy who's suing. 
California may have come a long way, baby, 
but 
it's still tres chic to smoke in Wyoming. 
Worse,
 everyone in Europe still smokes, and 
that, I suppose, is influential.
 Beautiful people 
smoke. Bohemians smoke. "Rebels" do. too. It's re-
quired in these circles,
 go to one of these bookstore 
/cafe deals and observe them one day. 
While there's no denying the 
fun of creative law-
suits,
 couldn't these people think of something a 
bit  
more legitimate than suing
 over the ramifications 
of
 
their chosen vice? Sue a doctor
 for sewing you up 
without
 first taking the clamps
 out. Sue a pit bull for 
eating 
your  cat. But for God's sake,
 don't let Skid 
Row see 




think  of the bucks 




 here and 
abroad,
 sued for selling 





Potheads,  too, 
when  and if 
their  perpetual 
fog 
lifts, could sue Third 
World  countries 
Righteous bucks. 
And I 
could  sue the 
Spartan  Daily for




Sorry,  guys, 
but that's the 
way  the smoke flows. 
Julie
 Tilsner



































































































































































































































curious  to 
know how 
it is that 
Scott feels





 it is 









In his suggestion 
of a T-shirt 
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reading  "Down With 
Women"
 Scott 
gets down to the 
bottom  line of his 
column; he 




 this is not entirely his 
fault. 
From 




 and boys in blue, men 
in our society 
are taught to hate 
womyn.
 
We are taught that 
womyn exist 
to serve our 
needs,  and we learn 
( through 
the mass 
media  such as 
Rambo 
and  through peer reinforce-
ment (that violence
 is an appropriate 





 a clear example of 
the 
way  men avoid responsibility
 for 
their aggression
 in his suggestion 
that
 Sheriff Winter was 
forced by 
womyn to 
participate  in his overly 




 the picture, the mod-
el's 
expression was one 
of
 pain. 
This is a 
clear example of male 
violence 
against womyn in advertise-
ment
 and a man who seeks 
to duck 
responsibility  for 
participation
 in 
such an ad is not 
a man at all; he is a 
boy who 
refuses to grow up 
and see 
the reality of a 
society in which 
womyn 
have
 been constantly ex-
cluded, abused, portrayed 
as objects 
for lust, 
raped, and otherwise kept 
under the thumb of 
male  domination. 
Perhaps when we are able to 
break 
through
 the stereotypes of 
womyn as either "girls" or "emascu-
lating 
dykes,"
 and the stereotypes of 
men as either "wimps" or 
"macho 
dudes," then we, men, will be able to 
assume
 the responsibility for our ac-
tions, rather than
 blaming womyn for 
our problems while attempting to 
control those
 womyn who have bro-











If Dale Moul's "Sports figures 
losing heroic image" opinion piece 
doesn't demand response, it at least 
deserves one. 
Moul's  basic, and not so new, 
premise is that professional 
athletes 
are losing and have lost their heroic 
image among the American sporting 
populace.  
As so many commentators be-
fore him, 
Moul  quickly points to the 
"poor" kids who have been plun-
dered of sports 
deities
 like Babe 
Ruth, Jim 
Brown and Bill Russell. 
But kids today do idolize sports 
heroes. Today's sports heroes are 
Dwight Gooden, Joe Montana and 
Larry Bird. 
Anyone who
 has interacted 
with 








unbending  faith 
and dedication that
 neither drugs nor 
scandal can shatter
 Those proposing 
to solve 
professional  athletics' 
ills to 
protect idol -seeking 
children,  do so 
erroneously
 and absurdly 
Moreover, 
if one delves into 
sports history, 
you  find that nothing 
has 
changed.  The problem 40 years 
ago was alcohol. The problem today 
is drugs. The 
problem  67 years ago 
was the "Black Sox," and 30 years 
ago 
it was Paul Hornung. The prob-
lems 
today are Thiene University 
and Art Schlichter.
 You see, it's not 
the American sports psyche that's 
changed, but 
society,  and more im-
portantly,
 us. 
In fact, drugs, gambling and 
other social ills from 
Pandora's  
Sports Box are not the problem, at 
least the 
problem
 being discussed. 
Instead, it's you and me  and every-
one else who have reluctantly seen 
the naivete and 
ignorance  of child-
hood
 painfully slip away.
 
As we become older, the idealis-
tic pedestals where we place our ath-
letic heroes upon 
crumble. Television 
and fantasy give way to reality. 
Sometimes we have no way to accept 
or understand things, so we blame 
the symptom




children of the future will 
venerate athletes just as children 
today do and as we did. It's the 
adults  
who will have to adjust. Yes. Ameri-
can professional sports 
have prob-
lems, monumental problems, but it's
 
for us adults and not our children that 
these problems must, and eventually 
will be, 
solved.  









During the debates last Monday 
afternoon, the presidential candidate 
from SPARC 
showed
 a lack of mi-
nority 
involvement in student gov-
ernment. When asked
 how would he, 
as president of SPARC, work toward 
getting more minorities involved in 
the political
 process, he told the peo-
ple to talk 
to
 the person running for 
Ethnic Affairs 
on the SPARC ticket. 
One who seeks to run for student 
government  should at least voice his 
own opinion about an 
issue.
 If we can-
not  get an answer about an issue as 
critical as this, then what about the 
critical issues concerning child 
care  
and  pornography? 




 of getting more mi-
norities involved in student govern-
ment, then how will 
certain  groups 
communicate this with the student 
body president? 
Will these recognized 
organiza-











(API  Some 
humans  continue 
to live with pets
 
that make
 them sick, 
allergists  say. 
"If a child has 
a drippy nose be-
cause a 
cat's  in the 
house,
 I tell the 
parents they 
should  get rid of the 
ani-
mal. But 
if the child 
has  severe 
asthma  and can't 
breathe,  they have 
no choice," 
Dr.  Bruno 
































would  rather 
get  
medical









































































































































































 the most 
com-
mon,
 and a 
large  
number


















saliva  is 
the  main 
human 








































one breed  varied
 widely in their 
ability to irritate allergic humans. 
Dog allergy medications
 are not 
effective in 
relieving
 pet owners' 
symptoms because "most of the
 com-
mercial
 (medication) preparations 
are made from 
mongrels,
 and they 
are missing some of the allergy -caus-
ing proteins found in 
dogs
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Much noise has been made 
about an advertisement that ap-
peared in the San 
Jose Mercury 
News. It has been attacked, right-
fully so, as sexist 
and  portraying 
violence 
towards  women. 
But while the man




ers of the 
Daily  and speakers fea-
tured during 
Womyn's
 Week, only 
one reader mentioned that 
a model 
posed for this 
ad.  And it is common 
knowledge that models do not
 pose 
for free. 
The question arises as to who is 
more guilty in this ad. 
The model,  
that's who. Implying 
that
 she was a 
victim of man's
 sexist needs, as a 
spectator last Thursday did by 
asking Sheriff Winter
 why he could 
not see the 
"pain  in her eyes," is lu-
dicrous. 
By the same logic 
that says the 
model was a 
victim, we could con-




 were victims 
of Hitler's 
manic needs. But in a society filled 
with as many 
double  standards as 
ours, it does not surprise me that no 
one mentioned the fact that porno-
graphic and sexist literature fea-
tures women who pose willingly 
and are paid for selling their bod-
ies. 
I did not attend the events of 
Womyn's Week, which 
proves  that 
I, too, am guilty like all other men 
of sexist tendencies. I do not claim 
lo be pure and all-knowing, but I do 
believe that we will never elimi-
nate the many 
problems
 which 
women face by shouting in the 
streets or creating watch boards in 
Washington, D.C. 
Women today face problems 
which affect them in a far more 
harmful way 
than pornography 
and sexist ads. Welfare reductions, 
a program which 
benefits mostly 
working mothers, discrimination 
on the job, rising poverty among 
single women, rising pregnancies 
among teenage women and yes, 
even 
pornography
 are all problems 
which must be solved by the par-
ents of this nation. 
It is 
up
 to parents to teach their 
children that sex is not necessarily 
love. It is up to parents to teach 
that men and women are equal. 
Sexist men 
grow
 up in sexist homes 
where the parents care little about 
educating their sons on the prob-
lems addressed above. We have 
better things to do than impeach 
Sheriff Winter for an advertise-
ment. 
Wake up. America. Stop 
looking for scapegoats and start 
teaching the children of today what 




International  Business 








for the sake of 
political survival 
or 













 in a much
 dis-
puted  ad. 
Now it is time
 for Ann Simon-
ton and several 





 and hurling flagrant 
verbal attacks against 
Winter in an 
attempt to 
discredit
 his reputation 
and ruin his 
career 
Winter appeared in the
 ad with 
the best of 
intentions.
 All the pro -
reeds 
were  to go to children's
 char-
ities, ones 





How can it be implied that Win-
ter's appearance
 was anti -woman 
and that he encouraged
 the bond-
age of 
women? His only part in the 
ad was standing at the 
side,  almost 
completely out of 
view.  
It was the model who wore 
sexy clothes, 
made
 a provocative 
pose and allowed
 herself to be 
handcuffed. Was Sheriff Winter 
holding a gun to her head? Obvi-
ously not! Unlike 
Sheriff  Winter. 
the
 model posed for nothing less 
than personal gain. Why aren't the 
feminist groups 
criticizing her? 
Criticizing their own would be det-
rimental to their sex and
 reputa-
tion, so they preferred to 
portray  
the model as a poor, helpless and 
exploited 
woman.  
How can this ad be an exploita-
tion 
of women when it was directed 
entirely at the female 
market? It 
was merely a notice of a dress sale 
Vallco could in no way profit by 
arousing the male market with the 
ad. 
Sheriff Winter has 
not lost any 
of my respect. 
In fact, he has in-
creased  it by  not bowing to the heat 
and by saying he 
was wrong in 
order to save
 his reputation. 
When  
a man can sit firmly in his own 
moral  judgments and 
convictions,  
that is impressive. 
Al Cavagnaro Jr 
Junior 
Political Science 
and several others who 
received
 zero 
funding from the Y.E.S.S.
 party. 
which held 
office during 1984-85? 
What type of concern 
was there 
for these recognized organizations? 
One 
can  only pray that an indi-
vidual party does not 
control  a politi-
cal party, but one should also pray
 
that 
his  leadership will at least show 
respect for these 
human  beings who 
walk  the SJSU campus by at least 
voicing an opinion. 
On an issue that concerns this 
university. 
.if ..ene disrespects one 
grouti W 
1)&6131e;










Greg Steele, graduate, public ad-
ministration,
 was obviously misin-
formed. Constance Carpenter spoke 
her own views. 
She was not 
representing  the 
views
 of the Women's Resource Cen-
ter. To my 
knowledge  she is not an of-
ficial
 member of the 
center.
 I have 
been working at 
the center for seven 
months 
and have not seen
 her before. 
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The Student Union 
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This  is in response
 to Kevin Cas-
sidy's letter. 
As
 I stated in my first
 
letter,  my fraternity 
would have been 
operating















 grasp of the law 




 me that the police 
spokesman Dwight Messimer was 
"incorrect"
 when Messimer stated 
that we 
were cited for selling alcohol 
to minors. 
This  was completely a 
non -issue and had 
absolutely  nothing 
to do with what we were cited for. To-
tally wrong
 again, Cassidy. 
Third, virtually nobody at our 
party was drunk when the police ar-
rived. It was only 10 p.m.; the party 
had just 
started!  Stating in print that 
we were "drunken people" is not only 
an ignorant assumption, it is 
libel. 
Cassidy,
 are you ready to accept this 
responsibility?
 I think not. 
Fourth.
 the -way the
 police acted 
- tightening a pair
 of handcuffs, dan-
gerously  pulling 
out
 a billy club and 
smashing 




the door - we were 
the 
ones in need 
of extra safety,
 not they. 







 when all 































 that they 
are sup-
posedly 





























































































































Ilt Ili mm ie. Gary Morten 
ta Daily sff writer 
ACIIII
 Al of eight, you're driv-


















of gunfire Snipers are on your right 
and
 soldiers are on your left. You are 
caught in the cross fire,  an innocent 
victim of a deadly confrontation be-
tween warring factions 
John Hargaden, a 24 -year -old 
Irish exchange student at SJSU, has 
lived through this drama. His story is 
a solemn reminder to those who 
would frolick on St Patrick's Day 
that Ireland 
continues  to be in the 
midst of bloody turmoil. 
When he was eight, Hargaden 




 of Derry, which has grad -
is PIPPO 
transformed









varinos groups of 
British  loyalists. 
'I remember at 
the
 time
 I was 
dyin'
 





 to ask a guy for di-
rections, and we were 
caught in the  
cross fire 




refuge  in a nearby 
house.  
This and other 
experiences in 
Ilardigan's childhood are illustrative 
of the wave of violence
 that has swept 
through Northern 
Ireland. Since 1969, 
about 
2,500 Roman Catholics and 
Protestants
 have died as a 





The I.R.A. seeks to 
unify the is-
land. The 
Northern  six counties are 
controlled
 by Protestants




 the plight of the 
strife -torn region, it is 
necessary to 
delve 
into the island's history. 
As 




 in the 
16th  
century, 




Protestants  were 
successful  







of the 17th century,
 drawing 
the lines for armed
 conflict between 
Protestant




 12, 1691, the Protestants
 
were victorious in 
a critical battle at 
the Boyne
 River, and England estab-
lished a somewhat tenuous 








Protestant groups was 




largely  stifled until 
a 
major revolution 
took  place in Ire-
land in 1916. The 
revolution,  centered 
in Dublin,  brought into 
focus the dis-
satisfaction  Irish leaders had with 
English rule. 




 of the revolutionary 




 chairs for their execu-
tion. 
World  opinion largely
 turned 
against the brutality 
of
 the English. 
Abraham Haile 
Daily  staff photographer 
James Walsh,
 chairman of the History 
Department, sees a 
glimmer 
of hope for resolution of conflict 
in Ireland. 
The Irish, 




gained a treaty 
that eventually gave 
them 




exception  of six 
Northern 
counties.
 England retained these 
counties 
as
 the loyal province 
of 
Ulster. 
In order to assure control over 
the 
region,  the English trimmed
 out 
portions
 of Ulster that were Catholic 
and kept 
them






1920s to the 
late
 1960s, when Irish 
Catholics in the 
province
 not loyal to 
the union with 




chairman  of the 
History 
Department
 at SJSU, said 
the 
protesters  received much of their 
inspiration from 
the black protest 
movementin the
 United States. The 
Irish nationalists sang the same 
songs, such 
as "We Shall Over-
come," and marched in protest of po-
litical and 
economic inequality. 
Walsh, who has 
studied the situa-
tion  in Ireland 
extensively,





tion on which 





















he said. "It 
was an 
anomaly
 that had 
to 
be worked out. 
"In America, we have a belief 
that things 
can always be made bet-
ter. This doesn't 
exist  in Ireland. The 
whole state of Northern Ireland was 
set up for the 
benefit of Protestants; 
it was gerrymandered for the pur-
pose of giving them the majority. 
"You didn't have anybody in 
power who was embarrassed to say, 
'This is for the Protestants.' 
They've  
simply tried to enforce what they 
thought was their right." 
WALSH




 on the 
part of 
the authorities of 
Northern 
Ireland, who 
later  enlisted 
the
 help of the 














 certainly be the 
perspective voiced 
by
 Catholics in 
Northern 
Ireland  who wish to get out 
of




point  of view would 
say,
 'Hey, these 
Catholics
 aren't a 
bunch of angels 
either. Look at the 
car bombs;
 look at the effort to Novi' 
up Prime Minister





























. . . Irish 
exchange  student
 
do not approve 
of
 violence, but people 
in other countries see it as a way to 
effect change.
 
Hargaden, who is pursuing a de-
gree in theater arts, was born in the 
central province of Galway, but he 
lived in West Belfast between the 
ages of four and six and remembers 
the atmosphere of danger that per-
meated 
the region. 
1 was never allowed beyond a 
corner of a road," he said. "We didn't 
have a 
back yard. The British army 
used to be outside our back door 
the  
whole 
time, because it overlooked a 
railway which was the main supply
 
line into
 the city center. 
"I used to just go outside and look 
at these






 it was 
great fun." 
When he was  about eight years 
old, Hargaden was 
vacationing  in the 
county
 of Derry in Northern Ireland 





a pub which was about lo 
yards from the border between the
 
Republic of Ireland
 and the province 
of 
Ulster.  
"I went into Donegal next door 
and 
decided to spend the night
 over 
there with some friends from
 the pub. 
"It was just 
as well, because 
when  we came back the following 
morning to the bar, it was closed.
 It
 
had been stormed by 
British  troops, 
and apparently 
they
 had just defused 
a bomb that had been left on the win-
dow sill." 
Hargaden said such tactics 
are  
used by both the I.R.A. and the Ulster 
Defense Forces
 (a loyalist group) to 
extort money for their causes. 
Another time, Hardigan was di-
recting a play at Queens University 
in Belfast He was looking 
oul.the  
window and heard shots. 
"I don't know what happened; it 
was over in a flash," he said. "I 
just  
saw the blood stains on the road and 




 good that I was slaying in 
a hotel with closed circuit TV." 
Hargaden is staying  with Marian 
Robinson. a SJSU English professor 

















Hy Sally Finegan 
































 it as 
much as 







Ben Kline, a lecturer in the his-
tory 
department  who just 
returned  
from 
four years of study at Univer-
sity 
College
 Cork in Ireland,
 agrees 
that the Irish 
are not as likely as 
Americans
 to gel 










The Irish don't 
have  a public 
celebration






thing,"  he 
said
 














'They all say they would rather 
come
 out




Since it's a holy day, the shops 
are 
closed
 and everyone 
gets a day 
off from
 work. Walsh said 
True, St. Patrick is Ireland's 
national patron,
 he said, and St. 
Patrick's Day is a national holiday,
 
but the Irish are 
most  likely to go to 
church. 
Kline adds 
a qualifier the 
Irish do go to church on St. Pat-
rick's Day,
 hut they also go for a 
drink.  
"It's  an excuse to go on a 
pub 
crawl," he said. "Bars are the only 
thing in Ireland you can count on 
being open." Pubs are open every
 
day of 
the year except for 
Christmas and Good Friday, he 
said. 
Walsh said one reason the 
holi-
day has grown to such proportions 
in this country is because Irish im-
migrants brought the holiday 
with  
them to the states. When these im-
migrants came
 to this country, they 
were looking for some reason to 
cel-
ebrate and to come together, he 
said. 
"Basically 
people here have 
adopted it," he said. "You 
don't 
have to 
be Irish at all  
Walsh,
 who lived in Ireland 
in 
in 1980-81,
 said he and his wife had 
an Irish 
couple
 over for St. Pat-
rick's dinner that 
year. Walsh had 
decorated
 his table with 
American 
imports
 - a white tablecloth 
with  
green
 shamrocks and paper
 coast-
ers 








Walsh said he attended a St. 
Patrick's Day parade in Galway 
when he lived and taught at the Uni-
versity College Galway in 1972-73. 
"Most of the participants were 
Nancy
 Chan - Daily staff 
artist  
American,-  he said. 
St.  
Patrick's  
Day Is At 
Boccasio's
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Robinson  in the 






 of the 
degree. 
"I don't think being Irish means 
anything 
to
 him, except entertaining 
the 
Irish  ambassador on St. Patrick's 
Day, which
 is a required social ges-
ture,"  he 
said. 
Robinson spent most of her time 
outside Northern Ireland. She said 
people in the Southern counties tend 
to distance themselves 
from  the area 
of 
conflict. 
"They talk about it very little," 
Robinson said. "They like to keep it 
as remote as possible. 
Hargaden said this attitude may 
not last long in the South. 




















koirg  to 
end 
up





going  to  
P.Seatate,




South,"  he 
said.  
Walsh said he had given up hope 
that some sort of resolution could be 
reached in Northern Ireland, hut a 
recent agreement between Thatcher 
and Irish
 Prime Minister Garret 
FitzGerald has given him a cause for 
a glimmer of hope.
 





counties  should 
have  some 
say,




what's  done in 




showing  signs of 
fatigue.
 Northern 





 a devout Catholic. 





 in the short run, 
it has served to raise tensions be-
tween the two communities," he said. 
























 leanings to 




 he said 
they 
exist  for a 
reason.  





 it's not up 
























 the next 
decade,
 the 













Special  to 


























































































































Robert  Walsh 
Daily staff writer 
Shamrocks and the trinity, ser-
pents and tax 
dodges: All arise when 
the subject of St. 
Patrick
 is men-
tioned. On every March 17th, we 
must ask 
ourselves  who he really 
was, and just what he had to do with 
Ireland's 
conversion
 to Christianity. 





was  born 
somewhere  in southwest England in 
the early fifth century.
 
At the tender age of 16,
 
when  
most of his peers were experiencing 
proms,
 dates, and their first cars.  
Patrick  was 
kidnapped
 by savage 
Celtic 




His new masters put him 
louse in 
the fields as a 
shepherd. Put on the 
graveyard shift, he 
spent  his time 
whistling 
and thinking of the 
good
 old 





































voice  had told 
him to 














 safely at 
Ellis Island, 
with 
Lady  Liberty 
staring 
compassiona-




missed  a transfer 
or simply 
taken
 the wrong ship,
 Patrick soon 
set 
things  right, 





























changed  him, 








































































Donkey races, pig roasts, a 6-
foot -4 leprechaun, lots of 
corned
 beef 
and cabbage and 
even
 an Irish blues 
band will highlight St. Patrick's Day 
celebrations  tonight in 
the South Bay. 
On campus, KSJS will be broad-
casting live from the Spartan Pub,
 
spinning disks and giving away door 
prizes. Beer and pizza will be fea-
tured as 
the pub celebrates the man 
I hat drove the snakes out of Ireland. 
The biggest St. Patrick's Day fes-
tival is probably the one at 0. T. 
"Over  the Hill" Hannegan's, 8017 So-






 will be roasted over 




Guinness Irish beer 
will  be flow-
ing from kegs while Irish bands
 and 
bagpipers





key races, held with 
neighboring bar 
Frog Manor, 
consist of two 
contes-
tants  one
 riding the beast 
and the 
other 
pulling  him from 
one  bar to the 
other. Once at 
the  bar, they must 
down a 
shot
 of Irish whiskey,
 quote 
an 
Irish  lyric 
and  then 
continue  the 
race to back 
to the bar. 
Something a 





 and Grill 
at 2369 Win-
chester 




offer  a 
variety
 of Irish 
music, as 
well as a 













 will greet 
guests 
dressed
 as the 
mythical 
mischief 
maker  of 
Ireland.
 While 




partake  of 
the special 
St.  Patrick's Day 
meal of 
homemade














 the St. 















 will be 
Available  as 
well as a 
weekend 
trip  







































































































































Eli  McFly 
will give 


























Over at Eulipia, 374 First Street 
in San Jose, Irish 






Harp's  and Guinness beers
 will 
help customers to get
 into the Irish 
spirit,  as well as Irish 
coffee and 
sandwiches.




8 p.m. will precede 
the 
music. 
Richard Tanny, a 
professor at 




 no hard 
feelings, The
 Duke of Edinburgh,
 an 
English 
pub at 10801 North
 Wolfe 
Road in 
Cupertino,  will have
 a night 
of entertainment































was no easy task its 
leaders consisted of hybrid 
Viking -
Celts. 
These  people were killers by 
profession, but they also sidelined in 
rape and pillage 
Patrick talked 
them  out of these 
nastier tendencies, thus creating 
from their 
absence  a 
vacuum 
that the  
British 
were to so comfortably fill a 
few centuries 
later.  (Even the British 
have largely curtailed 
these opera-




 of the north. ) 
Many legends surround Patrick, 
though the one 
involving  the farmer's 
daughter is probably apocryphal.
 
There are some that
 have basis in 
truth, 
however.  
For instance, it may just be that 
Patrick drove the 
serpents
 out of Ire-
land.
 In a curious sense, 
however,  it 
may just not 
be. In any event, 
Pat-
rick most likely 





ith serpents, and it 




 either party. 
Even the use of the shamrock to 
explain the trinity has 
come under 
the scrutiny
 of historians and lin-
guists Traditionally, it was 
assumed  
that Patrick held 
the three leaves of 
the plant 
symbolic





point to the meaning of 
"sham-
rock" or fake rock - as proof
 that 
Patrick used an 
igneous,  rather than 
botanic, 
substance




may  just he 
that
 Patrick 
was  a 
pioneer geologist.
 in addition to his 
other credits.
 
Yes, Patrick is 






 the real 
na-























 he isn't 
around any
 
more,  but 
his feast 
day is 















Grill  in 
for tonight
 that
















 corned beef 
and cab-
bage dinner with 
plenty
 of Irish 
drinks will 
he
 available. Three 
Irish 





Feed  and Fuel, at 
18950 
Almaden  Road in San Jose, 
will 
have an all -you -can
-eat corned beef 
and 
cabbage
 dinner for three 
dollars. 
Green beer and Irish
 coffee will be 
available. 












































































 ON KSJS 
Thurs.,























































Delgado,  upside 
down,
 and Tom 
Wal-  
out on the archery
 field 
fence 
before  taking 
lace, members
 of Sigma 
Alpha 
Mu, 
hang  part in the Greek 
Week
 
Games  Day. 
Students  
vote 




 page 1 
Members of the Responsible 
Alli-
ance party were especially outspoken 
on the failure of 
the  two initiatives. 
"The damn 
people
 at San Jose 
State  do not understand IRA
  they 
probably  thought it was the Irish 
Re-









 would look at the 









 to you 
and  
asks for 





unless  you give




Both fee increase initiatives
 
should have 
been studied more thor-



















































































and  SAA try to pro-
: vide effective programs in both (out-
reach and 
retention),"  Corcoran 




 and said, 'can we 
do it more effectively?' " 
"We are not 
saying that EOP or 
SAA should be done away with or be 
viewed
 as not having fulfilled its ob-
jectives," he said. "There
 wasn't a 
soul on that committee that felt that 
EOP shouldn't exist," he said. 
But the CSU is 
not getting a 
sig-
nificant 
number  of minority 
students
 





 of the Educatio-
nal 
Opportunities
 and Minority Pro-
grams.  
"We need to 
examine  and see if 
we can make some 
suggestions to 
maximize the services." he said.
 
If 
the CSU is going to 
increase  the 
number
 of students 
from underrepre-
sented groups, it 
has to be prepared 
to provide the 








Corcoran said that 







from the legislature. 
"It's a 
question of the 
legislature  





programs);  how can 
you assure
 us that you are making 
the best
 use of the bucks,' "he said 
Corcoran also cited demogra-
phics 
that
 show that 
by
 the 
year  2000. 
ethnic minorities will be the majority 
in California as another reason for 
wanting to take 
action now to in-
crease the 




"Young people in these 
groups 
will not he students who will typically 














University  at Fullerton, 
said that committee
 members said 
that EOP was doing
 a good job. But 
then she voiced
 the question that 
she 
realized was on 
people's  minds: "If 
EOP is doing a good
 job, why fix it?" 
Damone Dale, chairman of 
the 
California
 Slate Student 
Association,  
which 
represents  students 
in the CSU 
system, said that
 EOP and SAA are 
not working effectively 
Hale 
cited  the study 
published  by 
the Division of 
Analytical  Studies Of-
fice of 
the Chancellor 
titled,  "Those 
; Who Stay, 
Phase  V." 
 The five-year 
study showed that 
out 
of 4,091 students who 
were  ad-
- milted
 under special circumstances 
: to the CSU in 
1978, only 7.8 percent 
had graduated
 by 1983 
roughly 312 
people)










 is not 
entirely the 
fault of EOP or 
SAA.  
SAA and EOP
 were designed 
in 
the 
1960s, a time of 
protest.  Today's 
situation possibly
 warrants a 
new  
structure,
 he said. 
Pete Michel, 






 said that 
EOP  has 
been 
getting a lot of 
questions from 
universities,
 but is 
unable
 to repond 
because
 it has not received
 a copy of 
the report. 
"Obviously 
it is of vital
 impor-
tance 
to us," he 
said.  "It's too 
bad 
that we 














funding  for the 





Dorosz  wrote a 
letter  to William 
Vandament,




as to how 
EOP  
funding 








 the funds 
used









 EOP funds to 
serv-
ice
 SAA," he said. 
"If  EOP is to do re-
tention, 






 we get clarification on 
how
 we will 
use the EOP 
funds, I 
can't begin to 
guess  what the implica-
tions will be," 
Dorosz  said. 




 start in 
junior high 
school instead of high
 
school 
and that faculty become
 more 
involved
 to help 
ethnic  minority 
stu-
dents 

















 omOalling VOC and solo Nemo 
Kincaid
 said that SPARC 
did not 
take a pro or 
con position on the issue
 
because 
as a group the 
party  felt the 
initiatives could
 have been 
better  re-
searched.  
Initiatives stand a better chance 
of passing in a 
special  fall election, 
when there is no competition for vot-
ers' attention between candidates 
and ballot 
measures,





continued from page I 
students in the CSU system, 
said the 
attitude  of the univer-
sity is not very receptive to mi-
norities.
 
"It's an attitude that says 
that you are 
not  a part of this 
university," Hale 
said.  "EOP 
and SAA students are like step-
children - never really
 feeling 
like they area part." 
Corcoran said some people 
on 
the committee said that the 
academic departments should 
be the primary 
ones to provide 
retention and 
outreach.  "While 
the departments are 
extremely  
important," he said, "to put 
the 
responsibility mainly on the 
de-
partments
 would be unrealistic 
and terribly risky."
 
Corcoran explained that he 
did
 not think the math depart-
ment has the 
training  or the 
time to help minorities. "I don't 
even think they 
would  consider 
it
 top priority," he said. 
The council, which has been 
meeting for about six months, is 
comprised of university admin-
istrators
 from various CSU 
campuses and a 
student from 
CSU Northridge. Herbert L. 
Carter, CSU vice chancellor, is 




 submitted to the 
chancellor's 
office




for  three Asso 
clated 
Students  xecutive 
positions  and 
10 A.S.









 candidates will be 




 Nick Granoski, 
SPARC, and Torn Boothe, REAL 













r Director of 
Academic  At 
fairs:
 Scott Valor. REAL, and K 
at h 
lean Muhlestein.  SPARC. 
r Director 
of
 Business Affairs: 
Joe 
Belarde, SPARC. and Donald 
O'Grady.  REAL 
r Director of 
California  State 
Affairs: 
Robert Gunter, REAL, and 
Brett Houston. 
SPARC.  
Dkector of Community Af - 
fairs: Mary Jo Dufault. 
SPARC,
 and 
Daniel Larks. REAL 
r Director of Ethnic Affairs: 
David Ortiz, REAL, and Frank Wells, 
SPARC.  
Director 
of intercultural Af 
- 
fairs: 
Kara Wald, SPARC. and 
Jam  
meal  Tijani, REAL. 
r Director of 
Personnel:  Victo  
na Johnson, REAL, 




 of Sponsored Pro-
grams:










Nandor  Krause, 
REAL, and Karin Silcox, 
SPARC. 
r Director of Student Serv-
ices: 
Andrew  Rateaver. 
SPARC,
 and 











continued from page I 
day and Thursday.
 
"There haven't been any
 trade-
offs between PSP and the 
REAL  
party," she said.
 "Our decision has 
been 







 of the 
same  issues 
as 






 PSP had 
intended to 
do. 
Tom Boothe, the presidential 
candidate for the 
REAL
 party, said 
he welcomed the support. 
"We've 






























should  be no philosophical 
arguments 
in
 either camp since the 
PSP has been part 
of
 the Responsible 
Alliance  all along, Boothe said.
 
"I 
really feel that 




 and we 
can count 
on him to 
lead


























































 number of 
votes cast 
for SPARC 
came  from 
fraternities  


























































 in the 
Greek 












page  i 
dential race. Votes
 went 48 percent to 
SPARC's Suzanne 
Schreiber  and 32 
percent to REAL's Roger Wert 
"We'll beat them,
 we know we'll 
beat them," Wert said of the runoffs. 
Nineteen percent of the vote went
 
to PSP candidate Brian Spurgeon. 
Spurgeon said the PSP party 
miscalculated
 its base of support. 
"We were basically 
just  trying to ap-
peal to a 
small intellectual 
group of 





















ceived  43 
percent  of 
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 percent of the
















three  A.S. 
executive  













continued from page  
Staley, SJSU director of news and 
public 
services. 
University police were given de-


























 in the 
trial  
of a man 
the 
prosecution  
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The vehicle was sighted on cam-
pus  and followed by university police, 
Staley said. The vehicle was stopped 
at 2:37 p.m. at Market and San 
Fer-
nando streets, Staley said. 
Alcala said one 
occupant
 of the 
pickup truck
 was arrested for an out-
standing warrant not connected
 to 
the investigation. The other occupant 
was released after questioning by 
San Jose police. 
Alcala said he 
could not release 























Alcala said he did 
not  know who 
ordered the station to be closed, but 
said he suspected the station was 
called at the last minute. 
During the 
time university police 
officers 
were
 at the station, San Jose 
police 
searched  the public areas of 
the 
building  and people who were in 
the studio, with the 
consent








































they were prepared 
to obtain a search





Joanne Rife, SJSU 
assistant  di-
rector of news and 
public  services, 
said that only 
one purse was 
searched, with the






to the San 
Jose
 chief of police
 said no 
one was
 arrested or 
booked  by the de-










 was found 
Alcala

















































































specialties,  to 
attend pmfessional
 
conferences,  to 
work  with top 
medical
 teams 







rank, You'll train 
usually one weekend a 
month 
at a local
 Reserve unit, plus
 two 
weeks annual 




mote  to 
start  
Licensed  FISNs and
 3 -year 
diploma  and 
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 put in the hall-
ways of the 
PER  building to 
ward  off 
students
 from 
puddles,  said 
Pat 
Finch, 
equipment  technician for the 
Department
 of Human 
Performance. 
"They 
can't  do much about the 
leaks in the
 (women's) gym though," 
said Finch, who is 
responsible  for the 
west side of 
Spartan
 Complex. 
"So far we haven't had 
any inju-
ries, but it has
 damaged the folding 




as well as the ( folding 
door) motor," 
said
 Carol Bare, 
equipment technician responsible for 
the east side of Spartan Complex. 
According to officials working in 
the gyms, the
 situation has become 
dangerous. 
"During a women's basketball 
game this season ( in Spartan Gym), 
while I was trying to help clean
 up 
leaks around the refreshment area, a 
roof tile fell just
 missing my head." 
said Carolyn Lewis. assistant wom-
en's athletic
 director. 
"During a more recent game, we 
had to keep running onto the court 
and drying off the floor," she said. 
"It's a really dangerous condition." 
At the Spartan Games women's 
gymnastics meet 
March  8, the rain 
just missed the floor exercise mat, so 
it didn't cause any damage, said Bill 
Strom, assistant women's gymnas-
tics coach. 






Daily staff writer 
After an 
hour and fifteen minute 
rain delay  Thursday, the SJSU men's 
tennis team finally took to the courts 
against eighth -ranked UC-Berkeley 
at 
Cal. 
If the Spartans could have fore-
cast the 9-0 defeat, they might have 
wished for the rain to continue. 
"We were beaten all up and down 
the line," SJSU coach John
 Hubbell 
said. "Conditions were not what 
the
 
should have been, but you've got to 
get what you can out of it." 
Unfortunately for the Spartans. 
the 
Bears didn't let them get too 
much of anything in improving their 
overall record to 9-3. 




 three of their 
losses have 
come
 to the top five (na-
tionally
-ranked  ) schools." 











 3-5 overall 






 to get in 
there 
and get 




























 Bears won 




















 a third 
set. 
"They  are 
definitely  a 
notch  
above  us," 
Hubbell  said. 
If
 there 





















































































































































to put buckets around the floor, cape-
, cially when 
you're hosting the 
event," he said. 
The men's gymnastics team 
also 
uses Spartan 
Gym  for gymnastics 
meets, but has been lucky  in avoiding 
the rain, coach 
Rich Chew said. 
"We just schedule our meets so 
they don't fall on rainy days," Chew 
said. "It definitely 
needs  to be fixed 
soon." 
The small, flat roof over a por-
tion of the PER
 building 
is scheduled 
for repair this summer. 
"We are submitting a request for 
funds from the California State Uni-
versity system to 
repair
 the women's 
side," said Stan Vaughn, building 
trades coordinator. 
After
 the money is allocated, bids 




 Vaughn said. 
The cost to 
repair  the flat roof is 
estimated at $26,400. 
Spartan
 Gym is not scheduled for 
repair  until the 1987-88 




 cost of 865,000. 
The west 
side
 of the Spartan 
Complex, 
housing  Spartan Gym,
 
locker rooms
 and workout rooms was 
built in 
1927 and is the oldest 
building  
on campus. 
The  roofs have been on the spe-
cial repairs list 




moving up on the 
priority list and only now has
 made it 
to the top," he said, "Sometimes you 
have to make the requests




"The repairs to the PER 
building  
(hallways) will help, but that won't 
fix the  leaks in the women's gym," 
Finch
 said. 
According to Finch, the leaks in 
the women's gym 
are  in the seating 
area and are caused by corroded
 and 
clogged drains. 
The men's wrestling team and 
the women's basketball and volley-
ball teams, as well as both men's and 
women's gymnastics teams compete 
in Spartan
 Gym. 
The men's basketball team and 
the women's field hockey
 and volley-









Renee  Syroid, an undeclared 
major, works out in the 
weight  room during a 
weight
 training class. Syroid
 would someday like to compete 






while teammate 'fella 
did not fare 
much better against the Bears' 
Woody Hunt, falling 6-3.6-4. 
No. 5 seed Tom Sheehan. the 
Spartans' 
winningest player of the 
young season at 4-2, joined the rest of 
SJSU's beaten, losing to Cal's Alex 
Nivel, 6-2,6-4. 
SJSU has not 
seen the last of the 
Bears 
this
 year. Cal will visit the 
Spartans Wednesday 
at 2 p.m. on the 
South Campus courts. 
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staff  writer 
The SJSU women's basketball 
team 




 over. but the hard work n.  
The Spartans will try
 to rebound 
from
 a 6-20 season, but will have to do 
so without the services
 of forwards 
Taja Winston and Sharon Turner and 
guards 
Dana  Foster and Sherri 
Boone. 
All four are seniors who have 
played their final season 
in
 a  Spartan 
uniform 
Winston, 
Foster  and Boone aver-
aged in double figures in scoring this 
season. 
Foster shot 47 percent from the 
field and averaged 13 
iKbills per 
She finished her four-) ear career 
second 
on
 the SJSU career list in as-
sists 1589/. 5.7 per game, and is sec-
goandmien. steals 1246,2.4 per game 
She also ranks fifth on the all-
time scoring list with 885 points, av-
eraging 8.6 points per game. 
Winston led the Spartans in re-
bounds this season, with 
9.4 per 
game. She is eighth on the all-time 
scoring list. 
"Now that the season is over. I 
can 
concentrate
 more on school in-
stead of basketball." Winston said. 
"It's been fun playing basketball 
here." 
"Winston may not 
have had a 
winning season,
 but she's a winning 
player," Cha t man said. 
Boone played one season with the 
Spartans but made the most of her 
opportunitieS. 
In 19 games, she shot 41 
percent
 
from the field and averaged five re-
bounds a game. 
Sharon Turner
 has been with the 
Spartans longer than the other three 
players.  
After starting her career in the 
1981-82 season, she redshirted last 
year and saw 
limited action this sea-
son. 
Turner appeared in 10 games and 
scored 26 points. She finished her 84 
game career with 490 points. 
Turner is also ninth on the all-
time SJSU rebounding list with 354. 
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Marie  Carr 
was






 and the 
northeast  









 in 1935. 
Now,  after 
teaching  here for









partment for 11 
years,  Carr, 68, is 
retiring.  
Carr spoke 
fondly  of her 51 years at 
SJSU.  "I have 
a 
very  warm heart for this place," 
she  said. 
"We used to have 
dances  at noon in the quad area. 
At that time, the school boundaries were Seventh, 
Fourth, San 
Fernando  and San Carlos Streets," she 
said. 
"You could 
walk  down San Antonio Street 
coming  
to the campus and see a row 
of
 trees," she said 
"There were Roman arches and a gate around Tower
 








started as a freshman at SJSU 
in 
1935, with a double 
major an English and speech and drama While a stu 
dent at SJSU, she acted in several plays. 
Carr's participation in plays  such as "Call it a 
Day," "Quality Street" and "Trouble in my Pray-
ers," an original play written by an SJSU faculty 
member),  earned her admittance into 
the San Jose 
Players,
 a special honorary activities group limited to 
13 members. 
After
 graduating from SJSU in 
June  1939, Carr 
started teaching here. 
"I 
taught  the basic speech and 
drama  course, and 
I directed some one act ( 
plays),"
 Carr said. 
SJSU and 
earned  an M.A. in dramatic 
literature  and a 
Ph.D. in rhetoric and public 
address. 
"I 
didn't  take 
any time





completed  my 
degree 
while 





















 1943 to 
1946. 
Carr couldn't remember
 exactly how long the 
commmunications
 studies department 
has been 
housed 
in Hugh Gillis Hall. But she did remember that 
Shakespeare's "Hamlet," was the 
play performed to 
celebrate the dedication of the building. 
In 1975, Carr was 
named  head of the communica-
tion studies department. Over the years, 
the  name of 






















have  been 
added.  
and we've























teaching  of 
communication.
 











 in the 
home 
economics  
building  . . 
. journalism
 was 












Carr admits that 
throughout  the many years she 
has spent at SJSU, there
 have been times when she felt 
like selling out
 on her job for two cents, but the
 nature 
of the field that 
she  is teaching has kept her here. 
"No two 
courses
 are ever the 
same," she said 
"And  the students 





 up retirement in two words: "No 
deadlines
 " 








 possibly do 
research  or 
volunteer
 work. 
"I'm going to 
make sure 
I do what I 
want  to do," 
she said. 
Carr's fellow faculty members will have a banquet 
to  honor her on April 26. 
SJSU 
students  










 The recent strike by Trans 
World  
Airlines will benefit SJSU
 students 
Involved in overseas study this sum-
mer, said Sharon Cancilla, director 
of the International Travel Studies 
program.  
"Students can be helped quite a 
bit by knowing that (air) fares to 
Eu-
rope, especially this summer, are 
going to 
be drastically reduced be-
cause of the TWA strike,"
 she said. 
"For example, we have a sum-
mer session in London departing on 
May 31 that will be using TWA for its 
transportation. The air fare has been 
$702, hut with the 20 percent reduc-
tion there is a savings of $140 which 
brings the 
round-trip air fare down to 
$562. 
"But the one catch is 
that it has 
to 
be purchased before 
March 27. 
Cancilla said. 
Interested students should sign 
up by then, 
because after that date,
 
the 
program  cost will go back to 
its 
original price. 
"If  they students) 
contact  the 
travel  studies 
office
 in continuing 
ed-
ucation,  we will 
help









 for a 
student
 
who plans to 
carry just six 
units.  The 








save  $140 











general  that 
TWA 























 of the service
 
might have 
been  a little bit 
less than 
usual
 (at that time)." 
Cancilla  said 
that the airline
 is 
trying  to keep 




 the same quality 
as
 if it were 
for the regular price 
As 
of March IL 
Cancilla  said 
she  






weren't  quite 

















flights  are 
departing,"  
Cancilla  said 
The 
programs








London  and 
most
 of the U K 
( United 
Kingdom)  and 
European  
programs, she
 said. There 
are  about 





students  who want 
to travel 
inexpensively to other locations than 
these, TWA is considering an Orient
 
program, Cancilla said Right now, 
the airline 
doesn't
 fly in that partic-
ular area of the world. 
SJSU has a fully automated 
'This is an incentive 
program






















travel service that provides efficient 





"We will be happy to 
service  the 
students
 in the 
program.  If 
they 
should 
come to us for
 advice as far
 as 
traveling 
reservations,  we 
would be 




around  right now and
 we work to get 
them 
( the students) 
the  best fare pos-
sible,"





one fare, but that's
 subject to 
change
 and we work on 
behalf
 of the 
students to get




All of the 
programs  are priced 
differently, Cancilla said, according 
to the duration 
of the trip and what 
the academic and cultural focus is on 
the particular tour. 
"I want to  encourage the 
stu-
dents to make 
a decision or inquire 
very soon. This offer has to be acted 
upon before the working day 
of
 
March 27 is up," 
she said. 
Continuing Education, along 
with  
the International Travel 
Studies
 pro-
gram has relocated to 
430 S. Eighth 
St., Building T, 
because of the asbes-
tos problems in Dwight Bente! Hall. 
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lures prospectors to hills 
PLACERVILLE 
(Al') - Recent heavy rains in the 
Sierra foothills have lured pan -toting prospectors who 
hope to strike it rich in the same area where gold was dis-
covered in California in 1848, setting off the great "Gold 
Rush." 
The prospectors are clumping through the hills 
searching for gold 
uncovered  by the winter rains in what 
some are calling "the new Gold Rush." 
State geologist John 
Alfors  said spring runoff usually 
turns up some hidden gold but this year's volume of rain 
has produced more gold
 earlier in the season. 
"The toppled trees turn up some of the best gold de-
posits because they've been hidden
 for so long in the bed-
rock ;'u'"the best 
areas  are where the loose gravel and 
the bedrock meet. which is usually near the tree roots."
 
"It's better than ever right now." Alfors added. 
Some prospectors have been lining up for hours
 be-
fore the doors open at the 
gold
-mining supply store oper-
ated by Paul Bailey
 in this town in El Dorado County,
 
which  means "The Gilded One" 
in Spanish. 
Gold was 
discovered  by James W. Marshall at 
nearby  
Coloma on January 24, 1848, and in  
1849  thousands of peo-
ple poured 
into the area to stake out every 
inch of ground 
along streams. 
There  aren't that many people 
this
 time, but geologist 
George Wheeldon says gold
 has been found "all over." 
"You
 can pick it out of the 
ground  with tweezers." 
said Wheeldon,  who 
teaches at Cosumnes River College. 
"MOM!
 WHAT'S 'MAKE 















































































































































































































O'Reilly  at 
277-2005.
 






















































   
The
 SJSU 




 5 p.m. today
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brown  
bag 






























































































































   
The 
Asian American Christian 
Fellowship Club will have a potluck
 
at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student 
Union 
Costanoan  Room. For 
more in-
formation contact
 Don Chin at 997-
7808. 
   
The Marketing
 Club will  hold a 
meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the 
Science 
Building,  Room 258. For 







 sealed off the 
KSJS broadcast
 studio in Hugh
 Gillis 












   
The 
Student  Union
 lease for 
space expired
 eight weeks 
ago and of-
ficials




on a new lease. 
Old lease terms 
will 
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ars 12 15 
hours week High 
corn 
mission  and bonuses. 
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Call today 
14081983  1800 
$10 $360 Weekly/Up Mailing 
Cock.  
tarsi No 
quotas, Sincerely inter 
W ind rush self add   en. 
lope Success PO Box
 470CEG 




A FUEL band 44444 
Fri Sat
 night No cover charge St 
Patrick's Day perty.dinner $3 
00 
18950 Almaden Rd 268 8950 
BACKACHE"
 Free examination 
110.1.
 
as part of  r 44444 ch projoct If 
you 







& ere 2065 yrs 
old please cell Palmer College of 
Chiroproctic West at 151081 240 
8907 
xl 401 
ILK PROF MALE 39. SJS grad de 
sire. pen 
pal. Al PO Boa 3414 
San Jose C 95156 
FEMALE 
COMPANION  WANTED 10 00. 
with  sincere handicapped man 
P.a. call Brian at 298 
2308
 
FREE HAIR CUTS/MODELS for
 
ad 




CONTACT  CLUB 
for men end 
women mos 18  Low rates. on 
dor.d & licansod 
Confidontial 
For info grand
 SASE to NGCC P() 








TIONI Shehbot dirrne,e 
p.n.s 





Rabbis  Israeli 
dancing women  study group 
holiday celebrotions For informe 
tion coil MINI officio at 294 8311 
MARCY LET 
 GIVE blood again Keith 
286 9378 
MEET SINGLES. Pereon.red 
Introduc  
lions at CHOICES Free
 
trial mum 











 10 45 am 
Catholic 
4 00 end 6 00 pm 
Rolm cell Comma 









Shire.  Fr Bob Lager 












Let  me permanently
 re 
move 
your unwanted hair (chin 
lc 
kin,.  tummy 
motutche.  back 
shoulder. etc I 
15%  discount. to 
students end 
faculty
 Call before 
June 
1.1986 Er got your 
let appl 
at 1,2 price Unwanted 
hell dIsap 
peers with my 
care  Gwen C Choi 
gran 









 senior design pro-
tect
 due and you have no klita 
what to build, 
Or you know what 
to build but cool find
 the ports or 
the nec 44444
 y information about
 
them 






 I can help you, 
Call 
for  details day 942 7738 
HERBAL 
WEIGHT LOSS Lose 
up to 29 
lbs per month 
100%
 money back 
guarant.e As 
aeon









ATTORNEY  will con 
suit with SJSU students 
for 30 
mime. FREE
 Practice limited to 
sill aspects of immigration 
& na 
none".
 low Located within min 
Isles 
from campus Call Roberr Ng 
at 14081 289 8400
 for appoint 
',vont 
PERMANENT 
HAIR  REMOVAL for man 
6 women 
Special
 rel. with fac 





 Weekdays. eve. 81 Satur 











 MAILBOX & MESSAGE 
Sere  




 Shop 14081 946 
7678 Studont Discount 
PROBLEMS WITH WORDSTAR Per 




rates Call Lir.  258 9467 
REVITALIZE.  STATE CERTIFIED 
mos  
sage prectioner 
offering  thor 
poutir bodywork trestmon. 
Strom. redution. spocIfIc 
problems energy beloncing, and 
athletic  injuries are 'MOW. 
For an 
appt call after
 3 pm weekdays 
anytim
 weekend. Janice 
Thurston CMP




Enroll now, Save your teeth,  myue 
and money too For inform...on 





OUGH. fli were YOU AS Print 
Shop Student Union lower level 
rm 151 
TRAVEL  
FACULTY/STAFF. live in Germany thi. 
Summer Wan, to 
swap  
your  
hou.a  for ours from 
July  thrv Au 
gust' Our 4 Mon 
ouburben  home. 
20 wins from Frankfurt 
11 tho Tau 
nue Mtns 
has  a pleasant gorden. 
TV
 rm sauna & 3 baths It to lo 
rated 5 hrs drive frorn Paris 12 
from London 4 from  Munich 
& 3 
from 
Switrerland Included in the 
swap would be our stollen 
wagon 
end the willingness
 to let my wit. 
end I and 3 children loges 7 141 
use your Some 
& car in the Bay 
Area Moose wri. by March 22nd 
giving a brief 
description
 of your 
Some 11 
family *long with 
your  





 D5000.  Frenkfurt 
(Main 
1. West Germeny 
SKI 
PASS
 SALE H 44444 ly Volley
 $19 
Squaw 122. Kirkwood 117 50 





$299 inc rt air 
fere 3 nights








protessionol word pro 
coining 
Paws, theses resumes 
office overflow. mailings
 Student  
discount 
Guaranteed work Call 
botwoon 
8 30 am 4 pm & 7 pm 
8 30 
pm 
Phydi.  923 
2309,Pern
 




APA TYPIST, Reume 
letters term 
paperu.














 8 30 ern 
530 pm Mon Sun 261 6942 
10% 
diecount  wad 
ACADEMIC 




Soven page rnMlmurn Kay In word 
procossing Ask 






Chryrei  offers  
proles
 
*Ion& tenor queNty lquanteadl 




count Theses and group 'mei.. 
wiskorne Standard and micro 





SJSU  in North SJ Chrystel 
lby appointment I 923 8461 
ALMADEN/CURTNER WORD PRO 
GUMBO 










 willssist  
with 
grommet  and 







et 268 9448 





 manuls r 
sum.. 
moiling  lista Located
 on 
1167 























CALL LINDA FOR 
professional  typing 
word 
processing  11 
50/page 








Employ 81 Branham 
Ln Guar 
anted quick return 
on









term  papers. theses 
lincl 
APAI...surnes  legal 
and business 
needs  Top quality lest
 IL ecru 
rate incl assistance with
 spoiling 
grammar 
Reasonable  rate. Call 
Debbie at 
378 9845 7arn 8pm 


























































Reasonable    
Try ma I rn 
JUST




PROCESSING  Former 
English major
 
efficient.  depond 
able 
Will
















re.urnes  1Know APO, 
Turabian  
Compb.111 
Ask only lhat copy be 
legible  Both 
students  11 faculty 
wolcome 
Willow
 Glen Ares Call 
Marsh.
 8 8 et 286 9448 
EXCELLENT TYPING
 SERVICES Tann 
pope.,
 theses,  resumes,  deserts 
tions,
 etc for Students and Fc
 










 FOR your 
personal. 
Nigel or business typing 















44444  re transcription Gust 
e nter. prof ...tonal.
 confident,'" 
and 
dependable  servo. at afford& 
bit









reports.  term 
 
.10  111 
50/double  .pace 
page Editing 
available  Near Leigh 
Camdon Call 
371 6933 eye 
rungs 
GET THE 
GRADES  your hard 
work
 de 
serves WRITE/TYPE haa the right 
type
 of product for you A 
neatly  
typed grammatically correct 
paper Rates by 
pogo hour or lob 
Cell  Barba,. et 










 right across Ma street
 
from
 SJSU for your 
convenience.  
We type minim.,
 term papers  a 
malting Mae
 Call us of 292 8461 
for an 








115  MOILER IN 'NE 
MEJACRY PAK ID 51iffER THE 
514%5 cocurrs Of 




















































SUMES. etc North Son Jose area 












he..  Res.°, 
bie 00000 include sporting 81 gram 
mar war but my oxperunce is 
FREE Cell Marcie at 294 6347 




ALTERNATIVES,  Word pro 
ceasing
 
typing. transcription 24 
Hour Service Student diecounu 
available 1408/294 2974 
PAPER DUE, No tene  to type, Not to 
worry Call Mrs Ryon for feet
 effi 
e'en" professional reeults guar 
@Mood every tone 1 76 per  
page double spaced 288 59139 
PAPERS MANUSCRIPTS RESUMES 
cover lotto,. Professional 
work  
reasonable rates FREE disk tor 
lige Willow Clan Area 292 
8807 
PROCESS IT WRITE, Faculty and sof 
dents cen rely on eccurate  
timely production of newsletters 
report. resumes. 
publicatm,  
rnonuscript. corre.pondence etc 
Will aid In grammorrapedIng/punc 
ton For prompt 7 day response 
leave message for Pamela .1 14081 
275 6253 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. prompt st 
cure. depondalge $2 00,dbl 
op 
p.m
 page Saratoga area Joan 






veers .porienco. at 
ITO.  Of 
Pepors
 Close 
to COMP..  
block' 
325K Williams St 
10 Coe 280 
0105 
PUT
 YOUR WORDS m their 
best per 
sportive Experionced proles 
sMnal word procinsing papers r 
some.. theses Specralist 




50,page  Cell Vkki at 
281 3058 Ilarn Bern ISM
 area 
QUALITY
 TYPING SERVICE for all your 
typing  needs Student 
Faros by 
page hour or proloct Quick
 turn 




mosisage on machine Milo.. 




& bust,. semi.. Res 





word proce.Ing typing 
Prompt 
neat accurate Most form.ls  in 




Call  720 
8636 
TIRED OF SENDING out 101 copses
 or 
he
 Sam. old resume,
 Just think of 
tt as 
your embassador to the career 
world Evory hot rob opening 
deserve.  now gutting 
...uma 
one that has been revised and up 




up wir II mall your rotor, 
out directly al 
your request FREE 
of cherge.1 A 
$15 on. time fee 
will provide you with
 an worn.° 
tau letter quoin, 12 pages1 orig,  
net from our PC $3 for leech add, 
'tonal updot or copy Phone 
message 
servicewailoble  Coe us 
n 114081179 2875 
TYPING
 DONE REASONABLE rates 
Call ahoy 6 pm ochre. message at 
14081246
 5633 ask for Pat 




 rates We are the best' 
The 
Postal




 FOR WORD ENTERPRISES
 of 
lee  






















Call with message on tops re 
cordor 279 8132 
WORD PROCESSING










 Guaranteed excellent 
results IBM 
PC w Wordstar or 
word perfoct Jack. 
378 2510 
WORD PROCESSING
 all typing lotto' 
quell!, t orm papers ritc
 West 
Son Jose 
Lir at 985 
2176  
YOUR 
REPORT TERM paper ot 
re 
some 

















 Word Processing Et 
14081 
377 5293 less. 














 Pick up end dekvery 
able at SJSU 
or in the Blossom
 Hel 
San. Teresa





 three Inez 











 94 50 
6 
Lines
















































Lines  570 00 











































L_LE 1 1 1 _L_L 
1_1 _1 _1 L_L 1 _1 Lill 
1 1 1 1 







City, /1 State 
Enclosed os
 

























 dates only 




















Shamanism,  or faith 
healing,  is still very much alive in 
Peru, continuing a 
3,000  year -old tra-
dition,  said Douglas Sharon, director 
of the San Diego 
Museum  of Man. 
Sharon spoke to about 20 people 




 Eduardo Calderon, a pot-
ter, fisherman and faith healing "cu-
randero" as 
an example of how to-
day's faith healers help Peruvians 
accept 
social  changes. 
During  his 
lecture,  Sharon 



















Calderon, who lives 
in Trujillo, 
Peru, is a mediator
 between the 
old 
and 
new  cultures, 
acting











people  bring 
together 
the past and
 present and 
brings 
meaning
 to their lives, 
Sharon  said. 







Sharon  said.ln terms
 of 
cultural 
context,  Calderon 
operates  
with 
full  awareness of his 
culture. 
"Shamans 
are  born, not made," 
Sharon 
said 
Calderon has studied 
Western 
philosophy,
 attended the 
Lima
 School 
of Fine Arts and studied 
religious 






There are three 
basic fields in 
Shamanism.
















 in the healing process. 
To aid 
the process of healing ail-
ments such as had luck or having a 
hex . Calderon uses the hallucina-
tory effects of the San Pedro cactus 
on himself and on his patients. 
This  South American cactus con-
tains mescaline, a hallucinogenic 
drug 
that  stimulates the senses. 
It 
is
 used to activate
 the spirits 
within one's physical
 being, Sharon 
said 
Although
 the faith 
healing pro-
cesses stein from 
pre-Columbian ori-
gin. Calderon 
leads  a peaceful co-
existence with 
the  church, Sharon 
said. 
Calderon 
conducts  his 
healing  on 
a sacred 





















 are split up into 
positive aspects, negative aspects 
and middle 
ground or medium as-
pects of an activated spirit. 
The 
combination  of chants, arti-
facts 
and  the drinking of the San 
Pedro cactus extract,  
alcohol, to-
bacco juice, scented 
water  and lemon 
juice are part
 of the ritual to activate 
the 
spirit,
 Sharon said. 
The layout of the 
mesa
 also in-
cludes rattles, stones, 
crucifixes, 
shells 




"Eduardo will start about 9 p.m 
setting up his mesa and he lays down 
the artifacts working from the right 
( positive) and working over to 
the 
left negative), and by 10 p.m., he's 
got his 
mesa  laid out," Sharon said. 
"At  10 p.m., he begins a series of 
rituals that collocate
 until midnight 
After midnight, he does the curing. 
So, his session 
has  two unequal parts 




 the power of the 
mesa. 
Calderon activates himself 




power of bringing opposites 
together in a kind of meaningful
 sym-
bolic unity is the 
essence  toward an 
effective cure, 
Sharon  said. 
"The opposites 
are physiolog-
ically  imbedded in 
our  own bodies," 
he 
said. 
"This left brain, right brain 
dua-
lism 
which has to be mediated,
 other. 
wise you couldn't function,
 is some-
thing we may be 
projecting  on our 
own environment:'

































































went  off 

















 an old, 
broken  couch 
on the rocks 
below  She 














 of felony 
drunk 
driving  and 
is being 


















rock  'n' roll blasting











turned up the 
volume  Tuesday, 









 a two-hour , 
slide presentation
 on "Rock and 





quotes from  the Bible,
 the Book of 
Satan, and rock stars. 
Bennot said 
music  has a power-
ful effect on our lives and quoted 
John Lennon and 
Jimi  Hendrix, 
who have commented
 on music's 
subtle influence. 
"You can hypnotize with music 
and when you get people at their 
weakest point, you can preach to 
their subconscious anything you 
want," Hendrix said. 
Much of what some rock 
stars  
are preaching into our 
sub-
conscious is satanic 
symbolism, 
whether it be an 
album  cover's art-
istry or the record's "back -
masked"  lyrics revealed when the 





 of satanic 
symbol-
ism on album covers
 include mock-
ing the cross as the Dead Kenne-
dy's,  Madonna, and 
the Undisputed 




































pentagram  are 
supposedly  
satanic
 symbols used 
to attract de-
mons and can 




 such groups 
as Heart, 
Metallic 
Storms,  Rush and 
Motley  




and the lightning bolts which ap-
pear on album covers by Kiss, 
Black 
Sabbath,  Iron  Maiden, and 
AC/DC.  
Satanic themes are also delin-
eated 
in the audible and inaudible, 
or backmasked lyrics of some 
rock 
music, Bennot said. 
Bennot played
 the lyrics of 





 my dues, I'm 
playing in a 
rock'n 'roll 
band . . I'm on my way to the 
promised  
land. 
I'm on the highway 
to
 hell . 
Not only audible lyrics, but 
backmasked lyrics are preponder-
antly 




as the process of inserting a mes-
sage 




































































































"Anthem,"  a live  
re-
cording 






 are the 
one who is 
shining . . . 
you  are the 



















 Satan differently 
than the 
Bible does by 
turning him into a 
caricature.  
He challenged
 the group by 
saying that just as 
Jews wouldn't 
listen to tapes
 of Hitler cheering
 on 
the Nazis, Christians ought not 
not 
listen to 
music  with satanic 
themes. 
Monday, March 17, 












Ga. ( AP  
Fred C. 
Davison  resigned 
Thursday  as 
presi-
dent
 of the University
 of Georgia 
with  
a blast
 at the regents who 
delayed re-
newing his 
contract  in the 








 of the 
univer-
sity since 
1967,  said in a 
letter  to Uni-
versity System 
Chancellor Dean 
Propst that he decided 
to step down 
because  of the 
Board
 of Regents' de-
cision Wednesday
 to delay his 
annual 
reappointment.  The 
resignation  is 
ef-
fective July 1. 
He announced
 his decision




with Georgia's 13 
deans and six vice 
presidents. 
Davison's resignation came a 
month after a federal court jury in 
Atlanta awarded former Georgia 
in-
structor Jan
 Kemp $2.57 
million  in 
damages in her suit against two other 
university officials.
 
Kemp had charged that she was 
fired for speaking out against prefer-
ential treatment of student 
athletes 
in Georgia's remedial Developmen-
tal Studies Program. 
Davison came under increasing 
criticism after the verdict in the 
Kemp case. 
On Wednesday, the regents reap-
pointed all the sitting presidents of 




usually  are a routine matter. 
The regents said Davison's con-











































 was to 
include 
all  
institutions  in 
the  university 
system 
but  he was 
























































 of "star 
chamber" proceedings,
 Davison also 
said that the 
board  along with Tom 
Perdue,
 executive assistant to 
Gov.  
Joe Frank Harris  had 
politicized 
higher 
education administration in 
Georgia.
 

















































who  will rule 
with integrity,






 and who 
will put an 
end  to the 
exploitation 
of athletes," 




 the world go
 
by  one name: liiwenhrau. Brewed




Guiada,  japan and 
here









Brewing  Co 
Milwaukee.
 WI 
